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Illuminating the pathway to 
trusted identification:
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− Demystify and simplify the fundamentals of biometrics
− Proof versus spoof. References included
− Tailored for executives navigating through the technical fog
− Principal concepts expressed

o Governing biometric math graphically presented for C-suite appreciation
o Reveals unforgiving math criteria dispelling false hopes for unsuitable solutions
o Highlights commonly used but misleading “identity” language, correcting folklore
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• Identification versus verification

•Credentials
– Fraud vulnerability

•Biometric modality types

•Biometric evaluation criteria

•Doppelgängers

•Poker statistics icebreaker

•Biometric statistics

•Biometric types and application capability

•System components breakdown 

•User interfaces (mobile and public use)

•Take-aways & conclusion

Topics



Authentication Methods

Credentials
– Proxies substitute for one’s identity

– Subject to theft & fraud 

?
Authentication methods:

1) Possession: Something you have (drivers license)

2) Knowledge: Something you know (PIN, Password)

3) Inherence: Something you are (biometrics)

Two Factor Authentication – 2FA

Three Factor Authentication – 3FA

True identity is absolute
– Effective biometric ID eliminates identity variables

– True identity cannot be stolen or shared

DoB

User ID
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2015: “Highly secure” credentials hacked
– More next chart

Credentials are a big problem
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Credentials 
– Proxies substitute to convey one’s identity

– Subject to sharing, theft & fraud 

Smart chip
– Encrypted credentials

RSA SecureID
– Unique credentials



Credentials in the Spotlight
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• Many $10’s of millions in data breach damage

• Motivations grow for true identity systems

– Unwind data breach risk



The machine knows who I am!
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• Need to know: The critical difference between Verification and Identification

1. Verification starts with credentials asserting a specific set of identifiers (name, DOB, card#, any-info, 
etc.) linked to the individual’s identity (either true individual or fraudster)

o Credential identifiers are used to index to a specific record associated to the individual in the database

o PIN/Password with biometric processing can then match any single individual using their biometric templates (2FA)

oALERT: 1:1 biometric verification is incapable of de-duplicating records. Thus, multiple records contain different 
biometric templates

− ‘John Doe’ is PIN/PW and/or biometric template #1, while ‘John D. Doe’ is different PIN/PW and/or biometric #2 linked to duplicate 
records

− Fraudster simply re-enrolls their own PIN/PW/weak-biometric associated to the victim's target account with a slight modifier (eg., 
different middle Initial)

2. Identification starts with no information asserted prior to the biometric process

o The biometric capture scans all biometric template records for a match, performing an exhaustive search

o Highly intensive search speed (hundreds of millions of records per second) and critical accuracy is required to avoid 
mistaken-ID

o Operating impression is somewhat magical:  “The machine knows who I am”

o Each and every enrollment is preceded with an exhaustive search checking for any prior enrollment

− Record duplication is prevented, stopping ID fraud 100%



• Vetting a person can take months at high cost and is impractical. Therefore, vetting alternatives are necessary 

• Some legacy systems “get to know their customer” by using the public ledger process or “identification” by attribution 

– Some identifiers (SSN, DOB, address, etc.) are used to spawn an internet search of public documents generating and returning more 
personal, and yet publicly available information

o The attribution process is like a sophisticated credit check accessing publicly available information with supplied credentials

– Independent reports indicate that public ledger systems achieve ~90% accurate identification rate

• ~90% attribution accuracy causes ~10% of customers to be misidentified.  But which 10%?

– 10% misidentification indicts the other 90%, as which records are the 90% and which are the 10% remains completely unknown

• Your personal information is a steal on the dark web

– The attribution problem is aggravated by personal credentials available at low cost on the dark web.  E.g., $1 for anyone’s SSN and a 
few dollars more for virtually any personal information (driver’s license, credit card numbers, medical info, etc. link here)

– Anyone can become anyone else using attribution ID

• Don’t be confused: Blockchain makes no claims for any identification capability; nor can it

– Blockchain is like public ledger that uses a daisy-chained distributed data set (de-centralized but linked data)

Know thy Customer
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If we all have more than 6 records each, then the majority
of us are unknowingly misidentified in some database 

https://www.experian.com/blogs/ask-experian/heres-how-much-your-personal-information-is-selling-for-on-the-dark-web/


Credential Fraud Anecdote
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• Apex Point: Verification of a credential

– Credentials/identifiers are vulnerable to theft, fraud and sharing

FRAUD:  Computers crunch 24/7 using brute force search scrolling through the 16 digit numbers and the 
CVC code finding valid, active credit card numbers

– Fast, easy “hits” (credit card fraud attainment) by fraudsters and a rogue computer!

– $0.50 processed charge confirms “hit”, which then automatically cancels card and reissue takes 3 days recover

– Ongoing now, massive problem



Part 1, Recap
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•Now you’ve learned the difference between ID credentials and true identity
– The meaning of the term “Identity Theft” can be re-examined

– Some want you to believe that credential theft means someone’s “identity” was actually stolen

– Identity theft is not possible, not to be confused with kidnapping   

•Presented information is going to dive deeper, so take a short break first,
– Breathe deep for quick refreshment

– Stretch

– Reflect on the deviant facade about identity that we’ve all been indoctrinated

– Rethinking is required to first discard reinforced wrong ID methods

– Fill up your cup

– Start on the next slide when ready



• Data ecosystems are the treasury protected from biometric authentication

– “Treasury of data” are the data records associated to many people.  Think - electronic personal records.

– Contrast a large data ecosystem against protecting singular laptop logon (not network logon) which is an “ecosystem” of one

• The natural evolution to protect against fraud is to “lock down the system” with biometrics

– Decision maker’s logic: Biometric ID is expected to fix all the ID fraud problems

• Amateur mistake:  homogeneous biometrics

– Misunderstanding the ecosystem leads to missing the critical criterion and thus the wrong ‘solution’ selection

– 1:1 biometric verification is incapable to “lock down” medium or large ecosystems

o Verification only provides the appearance of a lock

– Growing numbers of CTO’s appreciate how only 1:N biometrics lock down a medium or large ecosystems

Securing the Ecosystem
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1:1 biometric verification is a back door without a lock for 
medium and large data ecosystems

Easy entry:  Fraudsters know that 1:1 biometrics are 
incapable to perform record de-duplication.  Fraudsters then 
“walk right in” to the ecosystem by (re)enrolling their own 
biometrics associated to another’s “identity” using one-off 
credentials.  E.g., change the middle initial.



• US National Institute of Standards & Technology (NIST) has fully characterized and validated three biometrics 

– Multiple decades of investment, effort with published, comparative performance studies (NIST overview link)

• All other biometric types are critically undocumented, unvested and are considered “experimental”

– All unvested biometrics remain essentially relegated to 1:1 verification only without peer-reviewed, 1:N supporting data 
and analysis (retina, hand geometry, palm-vein, finger-vein, ear, tongue, cornea, sclera-vein, etc.).

Mainstream: Three Biometric Types
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More than one 
thousand iris 
whitepapers 

available

NIST report link here NIST report link here NIST report link here

https://www.nist.gov/programs-projects/biometrics
https://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/ir/2014/NIST.IR.8034.pdf
https://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/ir/2018/NIST.IR.8207.pdf
https://www.nist.gov/sites/default/files/documents/2018/06/21/frvt_report_2018_06_21.pdf


Mainstream: Three Biometric Types
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• Three standard biometrics, each offering separate benefits   

– Astronomical iris accuracy and search speed; capable of errorless ID and search national database within 1~2 seconds

– Public identity face; though low accuracy.  Supports human-in-the-loop quick check & 1:1 Two-Factor Authentication (2FA)

– Fingerprint supports 2FA (cell phone, laptop, etc.) and latent fingerprint supports forensic analysis 



• Biometrics means “life” (bio) “measurement” (metrics).  Living features are your biometrics, not digital template(s)

– Liveness is inherent in the term but some biometrics do not include liveness, which makes those types vulnerable

– Public perception is that biometric templates can be stolen and reused, which is true for some types. Thus a false perception problem for biometrics 
that preclude template reuse.  Confused public thinks “ID theft” is real, as opposed to credential theft.

• Single biometric (face, FP, iris, palm, etc.) capability is limited by the entropy of the biometric type

– https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Entropy_(information_theory)

– Units of entropy measurements are expressed in logarithms (log of 1 million = 6, log of 1 trillion = 12, etc.)

– Many people are unsure what “log” means.  Instead use ‘E’ for Exponent-of-10 (e.g., 1 million = 10E6, or 1/100 = 10E-2)

• Hidden-in-plain-sight biometrics (palm vein, iris, cornea, etc.) have a distinct advantage for ensuring privacy

• Facial biometrics are fundamentally important because all humans recognize each other by faces

– Some biometric implementations may include human-in-the-loop facial check option (e.g., airport)

– After decades of effort, facial biometric performance in the last few years has fulfilled its capability promise, especially constrained face

• “ID” theft and “ID” fraud are propagated by multiple identities credentials.  Therefore, the high ground of biometrics is preventing ID 
theft and ID fraud, else weak biometrics migrates into necessitating 2FA or 3FA

– Only strong biometrics can stop ID fraud through the enrollment fraud check (exhaustive biometric check prevents re-enrollment)

o ID fraud impact is in the hundreds of billions of dollars per year in industry segments

• Biometric strength (accuracy) must support the population number squared (N2) for setting the match threshold

– For the enrollment fraud check, eventually every person is crossed check against everyone else’s template, thus the N2 term

Biometric First Principles
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Entropy_(information_theory)


• Scalable accuracy and search

– 1:N enabled only by iris up to and beyond national scale with two-iris fusion.  Only 1:N eliminates ID fraud.  Search speed: >100M rps

– 1:1 verification supported by fingerprint, face, or other developmental modalities.  1:1 enables mobile 2FA

• Permanence (ages 3~100+)

– Avoids re-enrollment and its entanglements

– Iris and fingerprint provide lifetime stability though only iris remains available and don’t temporarily rub off (e.g., farmer’s fingerprints)

• User applicability (ages 3~100+)

– Performs well for 99.9%+ of the population while protecting privacy.  Multimodal fusion increases percentage.

• Adoption (Convenient use for ages 3~100+)

– Easy, fast informed-consent user interface.  Seamless transition to touchscreen supporting authenticated-user app/data interchange

• Hygiene

– Non-contact is preferred.  Antimicrobial film on touchscreen for fast, effective cleaning with lasting antimicrobial durability

• Reliability

– Authentication is a mission critical application.  >99.999% operational with MTBF > 10 years.  Prefer device health prediction flags

• Compact, low power and low cost

– Small with USB type connectivity and/or miniature embedded capability into smart terminal

• Infant ID (ages birth~3)

– Seamless transition from biometric infant ID to permanent biometric ID

Biometric Evaluation Criteria (1/2)
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• And one more….

– See next page



• Liveness check (a critically important feature)

– Asymmetric process starts with a living face, checking living biometric features and then creates the biometric template(s) for matching

o Asymmetric process prevents replay of stolen templates thwarting attempts of all fraudulent ID transactions

– The liveness check prevents theft and reuse of biometric templates.  Liveness eliminates the “inside job” stolen template replay threat 

– Integrated liveness check is yet another feature protecting personal privacy

Biometric Evaluation Criteria (2/2)
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• Biometric templates stored in a database are not one’s “biometrics” 

– Biometrics are living, personal features

– Graphical examples of biometric templates at right



Doppelgängers

17Will Farrell, actor/comedian Chad Smith, Red Hot Chilly Peppers drummer



• Biometric doppelgängers are data look-alikes

• All modality types (face, FP, iris, palm, etc.) share the doppelgänger problem

– Overlap of the two state distributions causes False Accepts (FA) & False Rejects (FR)

– Biometric N2 term causes similar math to the birthday problem/paradox

o How many people in a room before its likely two share the same birthday?  Answer=26

• Biometric match threshold setting typically set to; 1) Prevent any false matches and 2) Produce low FR Rate (FRR)

– Therefore, set match threshold for PFA<1% for population size of N with FRR <1% for operational reliability

o N-squared term causes severe math constraint as authentics distribution +4A (FAR) tail must be < 1/N2

o <1% FRR is equivalent to >99% Genuine Accept Rate (GAR).  >99% GAR causes the threshold to be set at: +4A

Difficulty with Doppelgängers

Same 
plotted 
semi-log

Two State nPDF (semi-log)

+4


A
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Birthday_problem


TBD
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FANTASY: Stolen ID & Privacy

http://mashable.com/2017/02/14/india-aadhaar-uidai-privacy-security-debate/#8OHNaLnlwOqB

F A K E   N E W S:

• In the US with pop=250M, there are ~2.5M 
facial doppelgängers for each person
− Unconstrained face score of 10E-2 at the 

pass threshold

• The scene depicted is absolute fantasy and 
will remain so because of limited facial 
biometric entropy

• Yet strong biometrics with small, hidden, 
living features are privacy’s champion !
− Cannot steal another’s living tissues
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http://mashable.com/2017/02/14/india-aadhaar-uidai-privacy-security-debate/#8OHNaLnlwOqB


FANTASY: Confirmed

https://www.yahoo.com/news/m/b3a0895d-d5fd-3ba2-81ee-8d43ca3eb6db/ss_china's-'big-brother'.html

P R E D I C T I O N:

• Public will understand the Doppelgänger limitations
− Public facial recognition is highly inaccurate and 

not a real threat to personal privacy

• Public understanding will migrate to embrace high 
accuracy biometrics that requires informed consent 
and cooperation
− Privacy protected by ~3 seconds of close 

cooperation
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https://www.yahoo.com/news/m/b3a0895d-d5fd-3ba2-81ee-8d43ca3eb6db/ss_china's-'big-brother'.html


Confirmed: Pervasive Face Recognition

https://www.geekwire.com/2018/microsoft-calls-government-regulation-facial-recognition-technology/

P R E D I C T I O N:

• Public will accept high accuracy biometrics
− Public will accept informed-consent biometrics
− Institutions will embrace lowered risk exposure 

to “data breaches” (credential breaches)
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https://www.geekwire.com/2018/microsoft-calls-government-regulation-facial-recognition-technology/


Unforgiving Math: Repeat for Emphasis
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• Doppelgängers impact all biometrics and the population size (N) amplifies the total to N-squared!
− Doppelgängers are those data-look-alike-impostors passing the match threshold while also 

overlapping into the Authentics distribution (blue area circled below)

• The total number of cross-comparison pairings between ‘N’ people to ‘N’ templates equals N(N-1)/2 

− For large numbers (N>100), the equation reduces to equal N-squared/2
− SIMPLIFIED: For very large population numbers where exponents dominate (N>10E4), the close 

estimate is reduced to the total number of cross-comparisons equals N-squared
o E.g., if N=10,000 (10E4), the total number of cross-comparisons are 10E8 (10E4 squared)



Probabilities Made Easy
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Probability:

1 in 650,000

1 in 72,000

1 in 50

1 in 20

1 in 1.4

Biometric probabilities are similar to playing poker…

• But, biometrics are not limited to 52 cards
− E.g., each full iris is equivalent to 244 unique cards

• And, biometrics are not limited to 5-card draw
− E.g., when factoring in eyelid occlusion, the typically iris “hand 

of cards” is equivalent to drawing >50% of all cards

o >50% of 244 cards is >122 cards per iris
o Typically >244 cards imaging and fusing both eyes
o Maximum iris biometric entropy is equivalent to drawing all 488 

unique cards from the deck making many royal flushes frequent
o Multiple “royal flushes” become common using both irides

Typical iris probabilities are equivalent to drawing ~300 of 488 unique 
cards, as compared to 5 of 52 unique cards in 5-card draw poker 



RejectPass

Biometric Strength

FAR Score -4A -3A -2A -1A  +1A +2A +3A +4A

Best Mean Worst

A

Authentics

• Stating the best FAR score of -4A can be misleading (poker analogy: Royal flush)
− “Best” FAR value at -4A, is shown in red to warn about this potentially misunderstood reference

• For example, it can be misleading to state, “one in billion accuracy” meaning the -4A

− Like a rare royal flush, -4A FAR score applies to only ~1% of the Authentics population (red circled area)
• The true strength of the biometric is the worst FAR score at the pass threshold that establishes the operational 

accuracy of the biometric, like a single pair in 5-card draw poker
− Because all scores that pass the threshold are treated as a “match”; i.e., a true match
− FAR scores at the pass threshold are significantly worse due to the +3A ~ +4A discounted scores

Match 
threshold
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Typical Authentics Distribution Scores

Type -4A -3A -2A -1A  +1A +2A +3A +4A

(FAR  E X P O N E N T  of  10E-)

Fingerprint 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

Best face* 15 13 11 9 7 6 4 3 2

Iris (single) 70 57 45 32 20 17 14 10 6

Lightspeed Fusion 140 117 94 78 43 38 32 26 20

A

Authentics

• Biometric match threshold value is set between +3A & +4A 

− Balance FAR & FRR conflict caused by impostor overlap

Impostors
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Match 
threshold

* Best face is “constrained” with near-zero pose variation, neutral 
expression, uniform illumination (no shadows), hi-resolution & 
near-zero lens distortion



Equivalent Biometric Entropy
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1 iris equals…

…13 different typical faces
(but humans only have one face)

…11 different fingerprints
(but humans only have 10 FPs)

Equivalence math is based upon ‘AND’ logic as follows:
1) FAR equivalence is multiplicative; FAR1* FAR2* FAR3, etc. = FARn

2) FRR equivalence is additive; FRR1 + FRR2 + FRR3, etc. = n*FRR
3) Offset the cumulative and unfavorable FRR by lowering the threshold of the greatly improved composite-FAR

o Essentially excess FAR is traded-off for improved FRR

or



Equivalent Biometric Entropy
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1 Face Fusion
(2 irides + face) equals…

…30 different typical faces
(but humans only have one)

…25 different fingerprints
(but humans only have 10 FPs)

or



Reject

Typical Authentics Distribution Scores

Type -4A -3A -2A -1A  +1A +2A +3A +4A Max. N*

FAR   E X P O N E N T  of  10E-

Fingerprint 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 1

Typical face 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 1

Iris (single) 70 57 45 32 20 16 12 9 6 1,000

Lightspeed Fusion 140 117 94 78 43 38 32 26 20 >10E+11

A

Authentics

• FAR scores at the pass threshold of 10E<3 force authentication method to 1:1 verification only
− 1:1 verification requires an initial credential input (BIG PROBLEM → ID fraud)

• Oppositely, exponent values >3 at the threshold support 1:many ID with fraud check
29

* N at PFA<1%

Match 
threshold

Pass
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http://www.cl.cam.ac.uk/~jgd1000/combine/combine.html

Compounding Inaccuracy

• Counter-intuitive example of compounding low accuracy biometrics
– 200,000 tests with 50% Authentics & 50% Impostors; N=450
– #1: Unconstrained face alone produces 2,000 errors (1,000 FAs and 1,000 FRs)

o Face ERR = 1 in 100 (pass all FAR scores < 10E-2 with FRR = 1%)

– #2: Fingerprint alone produces 200 errors (100 FAs and 100 FRs)
o Fingerprint ERR = 1 in 1000 (pass FAR scores < 10E-3 with FRR = 0.1%)

• Fingerprint + unconstrained face fusion results are 5X worse than just FP alone
− Fusion using ‘OR’ logic produces 1,100 errors (1,099 FAs and 1 FR)

o PA(FR) = P1(FR)P2(FR)  &  PA(FA) = P1(FA) + P2(FA) - P1(FA)P2(FA)

– Fusion using ‘AND’ logic produces 1,100 errors (1,099 FRs and 1 FA)
o PB(FA) = P1(FA)P2(FA)  &  PB(FR) = P1(FR) + P2(FR) - P1(FR)P2(FR)

Fusion of weak biometrics is a non-starter for identification
Weak biometric fusion improves 1:1 verification, but to no benefit

http://www.cl.cam.ac.uk/~jgd1000/combine/combine.html


Part 2, Recap
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•Biometric accuracy matters
– Accuracy is the primary biometric attribute

– Decades of testing and documentation have accredited only three biometrics (face, FP, iris)

– The term non-repudiation means it can be proven that it was really you authorizing ‘X’

– Strong biometrics delivers strong non-repudiation, and vice versa

– Once a enrollment check has been completed using strong biometrics preventing multiple 
identities, 2FA using weak 1:1 biometrics is a legitimate authentication scheme

•Presented information went deep, so take a break and reflect
– Breathe deep for quick refreshment

– Stretch

– Reflect on biometric inclusion improves authentication

– Start on the next slide when ready



Privacy
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•Hidden-in-plain-sight biometrics enhances privacy
– Visible eye/corneal reflections are called the Purkinje reflections and they are 

nearly always present

– Purkinje reflections mask the very iris patterns needed for precise biometrics

– Making matters worse, eyeglasses also duplicate these ruinous reflections, but 
considerably more

•Unconventional, specialized cameras are required for iris 
biometrics, protecting privacy
– Living iris features are miniscule and very difficult to image

– Iris biometrics are captured, up-close requiring several seconds of cooperation 
establishing informed consent for each transaction

– Attempting surreptious capture of another’s iris from a distance becomes 
impractical requiring very large and cumbersome equipment  



Biometric Performance by Modality

No. Biometric Typical FAR

( FAR)

FRR Scalability

(match th. set @ 1/N2)

Comment

1 Voice 10E-2 1%~10% 1:1 only 1:1 is by credential verification only

2 Fingerprint 10E-3 <1% 1:1 only Single fingerprint

3 Palm vein 10E-5 <1% 1:1 only Full entropy 10E-9. FAR not vetted

4 Face (typical) 10E-7 <1% 1:1 only Optimum pose, variable illumination

 List above verifies an ID credential/card.   List below performs true identification (no credentials)
5 4 fingerprints 10E-12 2%~4% Up to 100 “4-Slap” type live-scan

6 Face (best) 10E-14 ~1% Up to 800 Constrained, hi-resolution

7 Single iris 10E-20 ~1% Up to 1,000 Full biometric entropy 10E-78

8 DNA (for ref. only) 10E-23 N/A N/A Typ. contamination, not instant

9 Two fused irides 10E-40 ~2% Global pop. Full biometric entropy 10E-156

10 Lightspeed fusion 10E-43 <0.5% Global pop. Full biometric entropy 10E-171

Iris is the only biometric strong enough to solve the ID fraud problem
33
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Biometric System Component Breakdown

• Biometric system component breakdown:
– Six components are listed below

o Importance of biometric smart terminal cannot be over estimated.  Key issue is enrollment 
happens at the smart terminal, not cell phone.  Cell phone enrollment is uncontrolled and poor.

Item No. Description Characteristic Comment

1 Matching Engine

(face & iris)

NIST Performance Reports 

available for each

Iris engines offer matching/search speed >200 

M/rps per server/blade.  Single rack of servers 

supports national data load, zero latency
2 Server including the 

database

Cloud host

3 Client software Drives device & capture The Client is an integral part of the capture device 

(#5) and comes with device

4 Smart terminal with 

display

Tablet-like interface, 

private input/output

A good example is Poynt.  Smart terminal supports 

controlled enrollment.  Enrollment takes only few 

seconds
5 Capture device Small, robust, low power, almost 

transparent/hidden
6 Cell Phone (2FA) Mobile connectivity Weak biometrics supports 2FA after strong 

biometric enrollment check

https://poynt.com/


Current:

Simple Biometric Use Case Model
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Future:

2FA with face, FP or iris

Smart terminal 
with credentials

(IP connectivity)

Same: 2FA with face, FP, or iris

Biometrically enabled smart 
terminal (IP connected, no 
credentials)



What does the user want?
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Future:

2FA with face, FP or iris

Smart terminal 
with credentials

Same: 2FA with face, FP or iris

Current:

YES!

User’s are suffering from 
recurring fraud recovery

YES!

• Touchpad smart terminal

• Informed consent authentication

• Convenient, secure & private with  
seamless information exchange 
with any provider

Users want a transparent biometric process
Above all users want convenient, secure, private I/O with providers

New



The Lightspeed Solution

• Lightspeed biometric fusion solves the whole complex ID problem set 
– Small, low cost, quick, easy, sufficiently accuracy for national scale

– Prevents multiple identities and ID fraud

37

Fusioncam



• ID fraud is propagated by associating one’s true identity to multiple, different credentials

– Anyone can be anyone else by connecting their own low accuracy biometrics to others’ credentials

– Anyone can have many different credentials simultaneously, thus appearing to have different “identities”

• Fraudster (re)enrolls their weak biometric into the database associated with another's credential(s)

– It’s then the second or more enrollments associated to the unknowing victim’s credentials

– Fraudster uses an identifier variant.  E.g., use ‘John D. Doe’ as opposed to ‘John Doe’

– 1:1 verification systems are incapable to reconcile duplicate records (growing problem)

– Fraudster then passes 1:1 biometric authentication using the victim’s “ID” (credentials) accessing permissions into all digital assets!

• Conversely, 1:N iris biometric systems performs ID FRAUD check on every enrollment

– Confirms person has not previously enrolled before allowing enrollment; not dependent upon any credentials or any identifiers

– Iris accuracy supports national FAR pass threshold<10E-17, including any number of identical-twins

– Iris search speed capability at 100’s millions of records per second enrollment fraud search

– This fraud check process accounts for why >1 trillion iris matches are processed daily in Aadhaar UIDAI system

o 1M new daily enrollees checked against 1.5 B existing records = 1.5 trillion daily iris matches, errorless

How Iris Stops ID Fraud
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Only iris 100% eliminates ID Fraud

https://uidai.gov.in/


• Enrollment is the most important and valuable biometric authentication process

– Strong enrollment success determines subsequent performance over life

– Enrollment ID fraud check value proposition eliminates multiple-ID fraud and saves otherwise costly fraud ($100’s B/year)

– Stable iris allows face to be automatically reenrolled/updated every few years, negating facial changes/aging

• 1:1 verification supports 2FA by cell phone

– Fingerprint or unconstrained face maybe “good enough” for 2FA provided both the FAR & FRR is acceptable

– Weak biometrics strength like a 3-digit PIN cannot progress beyond 1:1 verification due to low biometric entropy

o Not because of technology limitations

– Combining a weak biometric with a strong biometric results in a weak fusion performance

• Constrained face is interesting (iPhone link), but face accuracy reduces within a few years due to normal aging

– Facial performance supports a limited most wanted list (e.g., N= 50 or 100) with human-in-the-loop final check

• Only iris provides sufficient accuracy for automated errorless ID in small, medium or large populations

– Iris scalability: A single rack of servers satisfies peak demand at zero latency for whole US population (250M) at a search speed of 200 
M records per second (separate analysis available)

o Iris engine search speeds up to 500 M records/sec. per server/blade.  One server rack scales for whole nation (analysis available)

• Only fusion of two irides and face solves biometrics for large populations

– ONLY fusion of both irides and constrained face produces sufficient operating FAR (10E-43) with <0.5% FRR for whole nation

Biometric Technical Take-Aways
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• The compelling case for biometrics is non-repudiation

– Only iris delivers scientific proof of true identity beyond any possible doubt, avoiding doppelgängers

– Fusion of iris & face is the most compelling especially confirming liveness, which achieves the strongest possible non-repudiation , 
avoiding doppelgängers even up to national scale

– Fusion with liveness prevents attempted template reuse/replay

– Hidden-in-plain-sight iris enhances privacy 

– Large data base inherently increases the security and privacy levels. For large populations, the pass threshold score is forced to be 
astronomically difficult for anyone other than the real/true/authorized person 

o E.g., Match threshold: FAR<10E-17 for US population 

• Replacement of PINs & Passwords is a highly welcomed convenience by all

– PIN & PW replacement is a bonus, but not the fundamental reason for biometrics

– 2FA or 3FA using 1:1 biometric verification with PIN or PW is less convenient

– Users desire to connect to their apps and information securely and privately without burden avoiding ID recovery schemes

• Motivations grow for trusted identity systems

– Unwind data breach risk by making credentials and identifiers useless

• Lightspeed fusion delivers errorless non-repudiation to national scale while ensuring personal privacy

– Fusion scores offer orders of magnitude margin over the astronomically difficult national threshold

Conclusion
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Contact:

LightspeedID.com/contact/

By Personavera, LLC (‘Persona-vera’ means true person)

https://lightspeedid.com/contact/

